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− Why study non-human primates? 

− They give us clues about human nature and the nature of the species that led to humans 

− For two kinds of reasons: 
− First, they are our closest relatives, so studying them should give us insight into what our 

kind of animal is about 
− more so than studying more distant relatives, like lab rats 

− because we have relatively recent common ancestors, we should have more traits in 
common with other primates than with non-primates 

− there has been less time for us and them to evolve differences 
− this is "reasoning by homology" 

− assuming that some similarities are due to our having recently split from the same 
ancestors 

− remember that a homologous trait in two different species is one that is similar in the 
two species because 
− the trait was present in the common ancestor 
− and both species have inherited it from the common ancestor 

− so if we learn something about a trait in other primates, it may also apply to us 
− because both humans and the other species may have inherited the same trait from a 

common ancestor 
− reasoning by homology can also tell us about our extinct ancestors 

− say we find a trait that is shared by several descendents or relatives of an extinct 
species 

− then it is probably homologous, or "inherited" from an ancestor that the extinct 
species also shared 

− so the extinct species probably (although not positively) also had the trait 
− since it was also descended from the same common ancestor 
− this can give us an idea of behavioral traits and soft tissue traits of extinct species, 

even though we cannot see them in the fossil record 
− Second, even aside from the phylogenetic relationship, many primates are relatively similar 

to us and to our ancestors, or at least more similar than are other kinds of animals 
− this is "reasoning by analogy" 
− they have similar basic design, and live in similar environments 
− so presumably the living non-human primates have been exposed to selection pressures 

that were similar to those our ancestors adapted to 
− non-human primates are more "analogous" to us and our ancestors than are most other 

species, in most ways 
− so they provide reasonable models for how those selection pressures might have affected 

early humans and our earlier ancestors 
− that is, what works for other primates might have worked for us and our ancestors, too 
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− What do non-human primates have to do with the evolutionary theory we have been looking at 
so far? 
− evolutionary theory will help us understand many features of non-human primate biology 

and behavior 
− evolutionary theory will help us to use information from the non-human primates correctly 

when we 
− use non-human primate analogies to understand human characteristics 
− try to reconstruct our own phylogeny 
− try to explain the sequence of changes that led from our early ancestors to modern humans 

− General characteristics of mammals 
− Primates are one kind of mammal.  As mammals, primates share many characteristics with 

each other and also with other mammals 
− lactation (mammary glands; nursing the young) 
− live birth ("viviparity") 

− as opposed to other animals that lay eggs 
− relatively long gestation period 
− hair 
− warm bloodedness ("homeothermy") 

− mammals regulate their own body temperature at a relatively constant temperature by 
controlling the production of body heat and cooling mechanisms 

− as opposed to modern reptiles, which have a variable body temperature depending on 
the environment around them 

− relatively large brains for a given body size 
− compared to non-mammals in general 
− mammals generally have more capacity for learned behavior than non-mammals such as 

reptiles 
− this makes mammals, in general, more flexible in behavior than non-mammals such as 

reptiles 
− four limbs with five digits each (shared with all vertebrates, not just mammals) 
− etc. 
− since these characteristics are found in all mammals, by virtue of our all being descended 

from a common early mammal ancestral species, these are ancestral traits for primates. 
− these features, although shared by all primates, do not distinguish primates from other 

kinds of mammals 
− so these traits are good background information 
− but they do not define what a primate is, as opposed to other kinds of mammals 

− Major characteristics that distinguish primates from other mammals 
− primates are quite a varied lot, but in general most share many traits that are less common 

or unknown among other mammals 
− that is, these are traits that are largely unique to primates 
− these traits are derived relative to all mammals 

− these traits were not present in the common ancestor species of all mammals 
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− instead, they appeared later, only in the particular lineage of mammals that led to the 
primates 

− these same traits are ancestral relative to primates 
− most primates have most of these traits because all primates descended from some 

original, ancestral primate species that had these traits 
− not all primates have all the “primate” traits, though 

− because some later branches of primates have lost or altered some of the traits that the 
ancestral primate species had 

− but all primates have most of the traits 
− many of the traits are relative differences, comparing to other mammals 

− increased emphasis on manual dexterity 
− prehensile (grasping) hands and feet, with opposable big toe and thumb 

− humans have lost the opposable big toe 
− flat nails rather than claws 

− but some Strepsirrhine primates have claws on some toes 
− finger pads with "fingerprints" on hands and feet 

− locomotion is flexible and generalized 
− in contrast to obligatory quadrupeds like horses or dogs 
− or other specialized types of locomotion like kangaroos 

− locomotion is usually hindlimb dominated 
− tendency to upright body posture 

− again, as opposed to obligatory quadrupeds 
− sense of smell is reduced in diurnal primates (those active during the day) 

− often means a shorter snout than in other mammals 
− but smell remains important for nocturnal primates (those active during the night) 

− highly developed vision 
− large eyes 
− eyes in front of head rather than to the sides, with forward, overlapping fields of view 

for binocular vision 
− vision is not only binocular, but also stereoscopic 

− meaning that the images from both eyes are combined in the brain to allow estimation 
of distance using the stereo effect 

− in non-primate mammals, almost all the nerves from each eye go to just one side of 
the brain 
− the images are not combined 
− non-primate mammals must estimate distances using other cues 

− in primates, many nerves from each eye go to both sides of the brain 
− the images are combined to allow distance perception using the stereo effect 

− trichromatic color vision (primates see more colors) 
− primates are the only placental mammals with trichromatic color vision 

− based on three kinds of cone cells in the retina of the eye that are sensitive to 
different colors of light 
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− all other placental mammals have only two kinds of cone cells, and see a more limited 
range of colors 

− but not all primates have trichromatic color vision 
− all that do are diurnal (active during the day) 
− those that don’t are mostly nocturnal (active at night) 
− dichromatic vision is the ancestral condition for placental mammals 
− trichromatic vision is the derived condition among mammals, found only in certain 

primates 
− but don’t feel too superior! 

− primates do see more colors than other mammals 
− but some birds, fish, insects, and other animals have four kinds of color-sensitive 

cells and perceive a wider range of colors than we do 
− increased emphasis on complex, flexible, learned behavior 

− brain larger (relative to body size) than other mammals 
− slow development and small litters give more time and opportunity to develop learned 

behaviors 
− long gestation time 
− small litters or single births 
− long juvenile development period compared to other mammals 

− also called a long period of juvenile dependency 
− allows longer development of brain and longer period of learning 
− resulting in more complex behavior, especially social behavior 

− dental characteristics that reflect usually fairly flexible diet, not highly specialized for any 
one food 
− unspecialized molars 

− that is, designed to be reasonably good at grinding and tearing different kinds of 
foods, rather than to be very good at processing just one kind 

− compare to 
− specialized shredding molars of grazers like cows or deer 
− specialized piercing and cutting molars of carnivores like dogs and cats  

− maximum 2 incisors, 1 canine, 3 premolars, 3 molars on each side of upper and lower 
jaws 
− written 2-1-3-3, called the "dental formula" 
− Dental formula: see explanation in textbook 
− some primates have lost one or more of these teeth 
− humans have 2-1-2-3 

− plus a bunch of other subtle characteristics 
− post-orbital bar 
− post-orbital plate 

− only in the Haplorrhine branch of primates, not in the Strepsirrhine primates 
− more on that below 

− shortened face 
− and others, some of which do not have very obvious functional significance 
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− but probably were simply inherited from the common ancestor of all primates and 
have not had reason to change 

− primates that don't have one or the other of these traits have presumably lost it at some 
point since their particular branch split from the other primates 
− that is, the absence of the trait in these primates is a derived trait for them 

− Where non-human primates live 
− Mostly tropics, especially dense forests, although some species live in more open forests or 

grasslands 
− Old World: Mostly Africa and southern Asia 
− New World: Central and tropical South America 

− Classification of primates 
− Primate taxonomy charts are available online from the class web page 
− This is part of the scientific (Linnaean) system of taxonomy we talked about earlier 

− that is, this chart shows how different species are lumped into genera, genera into 
subfamilies, etc. 

− this is the nested hierarchy used for naming these groups 
− there are other variants of this classification scheme 

− the textbook uses an older scheme in which the two main divisions are called Prosimians 
and Anthropoids 
− the main difference is in how the tarsiers are categorized 
− except for tarsiers, Strepsirrhines are the same as Prosimians, and Haplorrhines are the 

same as Anthropoids 
− plus a few differences in how some of other types are lumped 

− the textbook apparently uses the old scheme to accommodate professors who are used to it 
− but expert opinion is almost entirely in favor of the version I give you in the handouts 

− based on recent physical and genetic studies that show pretty clearly that the old scheme 
was wrong about the tarsiers and a few other minor issues 

− Except for any errors (some details are still under debate), this naming system should also 
reflect the phylogeny (pattern of descent) of the primates 
− although the many branches that went extinct before the present are not shown 

− This chart should help you understand why certain primates are similar to each other, and 
why others are more different 
− because you can see relatively how recently or long ago their lineages diverged 
− and what ancestral traits they share due to a common ancestor versus what traits differ 

because they are derived since the lineages split 
− for example, if you learn some features of hominoids, you know they apply to all the 

different hominoids shown (generally) 
− you can see the order of evolution of different traits 
− and guess at which ones were important in creating the pattern that led to us (or any other 

kind of primate) 
− In the next class, we will go over the major groupings and some representative species, so 

you can visualize what the chart represents 
− What you need to know from this chart 
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− you do not need to memorize the whole chart 
− this is not a major focus of the course 
− but the primates make a lot more sense if you consider how they are related 
− this chart may be helpful when you do the zoo project 

− for the purposes of Anthro 201, you should know: 
− the general structure down to the taxa (categories) marked on the chart with asterisks 
− the taxa that are marked with asterisks 

− some features that distinguish each 
− their relationships (which groups are subdivisions of which) 
− one or more example groups or species in each 
− for example, know enough to describe very briefly what a strepsirrhine, loris, tarsier, 

or lemur is 
− one approach is to be able to picture a typical species that illustrates each taxon 
− useful example species include 

− ring-tailed lemurs or sifakas (either could represent lemurs) 
− slow loris (representing lorises) 

− know enough to explain what a haplorrhine, Old World monkey, etc. is, maybe 
referring to a specific species to illustrate 
− useful examples include 

− baboons (representing cercopithecines) 
− langurs (representing colobines) 
− howler monkeys (representing New World Monkeys) 
− tarsiers in general (we don’t even discuss specific kinds of tarsiers here) 
− although you could certainly pick others 

− know enough to briefly describe and differentiate the living hominoids: gorillas, chimp, 
bonobo, orangutans, gibbons and siamangs, and human 

− I suggest that you keep the primate taxonomy charts handy, and every time you come 
across a primate mentioned in the reading or your notes, try to locate it on the chart, noting 
what category of primates it represents, and what categories of primates it is more and less 
closely related to 

− You do not need to know 
− all the genera, species, and common names listed, just the ones that come up in the 

reading and lecture as interesting cases 
− all the subdivisions of the strepsirrhines 


